


Dublin City Schools Business and Technology Graded Course of Study A.P. Computer Science


Course Description :


Advanced Placement Computer Science familiarizes students with concepts comparable to those in a first semester computer science course at the university level. The course focuses on control structures, algorithms, object-oriented programming methodology and other techniques that allow students to become proficient in programming practices and software development. It is not expected that all students in AP Computer Science will major in computer science in college. The course is intended to serve both as an introductory course for potential computer science majors and as a substantial foundation for students who will major in other disciplines that require significant involvement with computing. The primary focus of this course is to prepare students for the AP Computer Science A examination. The course is taught in the Java programming language.


AP Computer Science emphasizes programming methodology and procedural abstraction. It includes the study of algorithms, list data structures, searching and sorting, and efficient program design. The course also includes an intricate study of object-oriented programming techniques and an overview of many of the Java foundation classes and interfaces. Following the AP examination (in early May), students will be exposed to files, graphics, and an introduction to advanced data structures.


Course Philosophy:


This course is the second in a two-year sequence of courses designed to provide students with an understanding and proficiency in the important field of computer science. The AP Computer Science A examination is kept firmly in mind as students master the complex and sophisticated programming techniques required to achieve success on this difficult assessment. Programming assignments prepare students for the problem-solving required to succeed in the programming half of the exam. Examinations prepare students for the multiple choice half of the exam and ensure students remain engaged in the process of designing, coding, and debugging their programming assignments.
Course Goals:


To prepare students for the CollegeBoard’s AP Computer Science A Examination
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Enduring Understandings: (List the enduring understandings for each unit.)
·	Computers are problem-solving machines and object-oriented programming helps to write software solutions in Java
·	Defining classes and declaring objects are central concepts in using the Java programming language
·	The basic purpose of a Java program is to store data in variables and manipulate that data ·	Selection Structures allow a program to make decisions while the program is executing
·	Iteration Structures allow a program to repeat a set of actions for a constant or variable number of times
·     The development of a class in Java localizes functionality and encourages code reuse ·     The GridWorld Case Study is a complex program containing interacting objects in a 2-
dimensional grid
·	Arrays and ArrayList collections are useful for storing lists of data that can be easily manipulated
·	OOP features work together to allow complex class hierarchies with a minimum of code duplication
·	The GridWorld Case Study is a complex program containing interacting objects in a 2-dimensional grid
·	Searching finds data, sorting organizes data, and recursive programming allows a method to call itself
·	The AP Exam provides students with an opportunity to show colleges what they have learned in high school
·	Files allow programs to store data in a safe external area to ensure data safety
·	Graphical User Interfaces allow access to a library of code for interacting with the user interactively and intuitively
·	The Java Collections Framework provides several data structure for storing data in sophisticated ways
·	Advanced Data Structures provide ways to store data efficiently and effectively.


Course Topics
I. AP Computer Science Major Topic: Objects, Classes and Inheritance
Emphasis should be placed on understanding the relationship and differences between primitive types and objects. Emphasis should also be placed on understanding classes, subclasses and interfaces.


Topics	Indicators
A. Declare, construct and initialize primitive types and objects

1. Create primitive variables 2. Create objects
3. Explore difference between declaring a variable and assigning a value to it
4. Understand all of the primitive types
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in the AP Java subset

B. Classes, Sub-Classes and Interfaces

1. Understand the hierarchy of classes and subclasses
2. Explore polymorphism (objects having more than one type)
3. Design classes and subclasses

C. Inheritance

1. Create subclasses
2. Construct objects of particular subclasses and use them as members of the subclass and the superclass
3. Create and use interfaces



II. AP Computer Science Major Topic: Program flow control
Study the use of conditional statements, loops (for, while, do-while, for-each) and recursion. Emphasis should be placed on projects using these control structures.


Topics	AP Stats Indicators
A. Boolean Expressions

1. Use boolean primitive type 2. Use boolean operators
3. Use boolean expressions

B. Conditional Statements

1. Use if statements to control program flow
2. Use if-else blocks to control program flow

C. Loops

1. Use for loops 2. Use while loops
3. Use do-while loops (and understand the difference compared to while loop) 4. Use for-each loops with collections

D. Recursion

1. Use recursion to control program flow
2. Understand when recursive algorithms are inefficient
3. Importance of stopping condition



III. AP Computer Science Major Topic: Methods

Understand methods, return types, parameters, public/private/protected and static methods.


Topics	AP Stats Indicators
A. Parameters

1. Understand which object (or class) is initiating the method (taking the action) 2. How are parameters passed and
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how this means a different situation for primitive and object parameters

B. Return Types

1. Understand where the return value is assigned and where program flow goes upon return
2. Understand the difference between null return values and a void return type

C. Static Methods

1. Understand how a static method works and how this is different from a non-static method.

D. Public/Private/Protected

1. Understand the difference between public and private methods
2. Be able to choose appropriate type for a method
3. Understand how packages and inheritance affect the scope of objects

D. Using Methods

1. Be able to use the methods of a class.
2. Write methods for a class
3. Choose appropriate return types
4. Understand when a new method is a good or bad choice in a program



IV. AP Computer Science Major Topic: Basic Data Structures

Arrays, Collections, Lists, ArrayLists, Matrices, Searching and Sorting Algorithms


Topics	AP Stats Indicators
A. Arrays

1. Understand why arrays are useful. 2. Understand how to declare and initialize an array
3. Understand how to access individual elements in an array

B. Collection and List Interfaces

1. Know the Collection and List AP Java subsets
2. Understand how the Collection and List interfaces relate to their implementing classes
3. Be able to use classes that implement the interfaces
4. Be able to write classes that implement the interfaces
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C. ArrayLists

1. Be able use ArrayLists
2. Understand how an ArrayList is similar to and different from an Array 3. Understand the underlying design of an ArrayList
4. Use ArrayLists in place of Arrays in existing programs

D. Linked Lists and other Collections

1. Understand how a LinkedList is different than an ArrayList
2. Choose appropriate list types for specific tasks
3. Design other classes that use a LinkedList as the underlying data structure
4. Create and use other classes that implement the List interface
5. Be able to traverse collections using appropriate control structures (for-each loops, recursion, iterators, loops)

E. Matrices

1. Understand how to construct and initialize a matrix
2. Understand how a two dimensional and one dimensional array are similar 3. Use matrices in a program to model multidimensional data

F. Searching Algorithms

1. Understand sequential search 2. Understand binary search
3. Choose an appropriate search algorithm for a specific data structure 4. Be able to analyze the efficiency and appropriateness of specific search algorithms

G. Sorting Algorithms

1. Understand selection and bubble sort
2. Understand insertion and merge sort 3. Be able to evaluate sorting algorithms for efficiency and appropriateness
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V. AP Computer Science Major Topic: Classes
A more in depth look at classes and how to design them to solve particular problems.


Topics	AP Stats Indicators
A. Object Oriented Design

1. Evaluate what data an object needs to store and what actions it should be able to take.
2. Choose appropriate instance variables, constructors and methods

B. Inheritance and Polymorphism

1. Understand what it means for an object to be a member of a hierarchy of classes and subclasses.
2. Understand when an object should be treated as a member of its superclass and when it should be treated as a member of the subclass. 3. Understand how to cast objects
4. Understand how to overwrite methods and invoke superclass methods

C. Class Design Principles

1. Be able to evaluate a class design 2. Be able to design classes to fill specific needs
3. Be able to design subclasses for a given class



Second Semester
VI. AP Computer Science Major Topic: Grid World
Understand the Grid World Case Study and complete the exercises in the Case Study Student Guide


Topics	AP Stats Indicators
A. Understand the Case Study

1. Understand how the case study is designed and how its various classes interact.
2. Know what material is in the AP Quick Reference Guide and what material is not.

B. Complete the Case Study Exercises

1. Complete all of the exercises in the Case Study student guide.
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VII. AP Computer Science Major Topic: More on Data Structures
Understand Stacks, Queues, Trees, Hashing, Heaps, Maps and their applications. Be able to evaluate the efficiency and appropriateness of various data structures


Topics	AP Stats Indicators
A. Stacks and Queues

1. Know the AP Stack and Queue interfaces
2. Understand how stacks and queues work
3. Be able to implement the Stack and Queue interfaces with your own classes

B. Trees and Heaps

1. Understand how Trees and Heaps work
2. Be able to implement a BinaryTree and a Heap using a given Node class 3. Solve specific problems using a Tree or Heap
4. Evaluate efficiency of a Tree class

C. Maps and Hashes

1. Understand how a Hash table and a Map work
2. Use the built in Java Hash and Map classes to solve specific problems
3. Know when a Hash or Map is or is not an appropriate data structure choice

D. Evaluate Data Structures

1. Be able to evaluate a problem situation and choose an appropriate data structure
2. Be able to evaluate the efficiency of various algorithms using particular data structures (Big-Oh)

D. Apply Data Structures

1. Apply data structures to implement specific algorithms such as HeapSort.



VIII. AP Computer Science Major Topic: Computers in Society
Understand issues surrounding the use of and access to computers and the internet. Students should be aware of how technology


Topics	AP Stats Indicators
A. Ethical Issues in Technology Use

1. Discuss file sharing and the place of copyrights
2. Discuss cyber bullying and the
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responsibility of virtual onlookers 3. Discuss issues of privacy

B. How is Technology Changing the World

1. Discuss how technology is changing the workplace
2. Discuss how technology is changing industries

C. Access to Computers

1. Discuss the issue of access to the internet and the digital divide in America
2. Discuss the issue of access to technology and America’s place compared to competitor nations 3. How is access to technology
affecting the gap between the “haves” and “have nots”

D. How Are Computers and Simulations Changing the Practice of Science

1. The roll of simulation in science and social science
2. How are computers changing the practice of science



IX. AP Computer Science Major Topic: Review for the AP Exam Review for the AP Computer Science Exam
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